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ABSTRACT. Uith an original fibercouplins nethod, an InFbased 4 X 4 optical
switch array (0SA) module is fabricated. In assembly, precise alignment and
secure attachnent of fiberarray to the 0SA is essential. Presented here is a
novel nethod where the fiberarray is inserted into a Si attachnent containing
photolithographically defined pyranidal through-holes. This nethod qualifies as
a assenbly process suitable for precise alignnent and tinrsaving. To ensure
the stability, nechanical. strength test and tenperature storage test are
performed, with pronising resuLts.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical integrated nodule assenbly techno-

logy is essential for the successful deployment

of optical devices in real systens. Presently'
there is a growing denand to increase the

throushput of the high speed optical devices.

To neet this denand, optical interconnections

are nultiplying nore. For hybrid integration of
these devices, technologies for precise align-
nent and secure attachnent betueen nultiple
interconnects are being required.

As a key conponent for optical interconnec-
tions, the fiber-array aligned by pyranidal

throush-holes (APT fiber-array) is presented

here. This paper first discusses our original
fiber attachnent nethod. This nethod qualifies
as a process suitable for a nodule assenbly.

Prelininaly results obtained about nechanical

and thernal stability are encouraging for
practical use of the fabricated nodule.

2. }IODIJLE ASSE}IBLY PROCESS

2.1 0ptieal Switch Array

As an optical nulti-interconnection device,

the InP-based 4 X 4 optical srritch array (0SA)

vas used 1),2). A schenatic vies of the 0Sl is
shom in Fig.l. All waveguides rere single mode

InGaAsP/InP ridse saveguides with an estinated
node spot size of (2.5 'F0.5)X (1.0+0.2) rn 2

for 1.3-)r" wavel.ength. To couple the singlrmode
fiber-arrsVr the waveguides are spaced 160i0.5
pn apart. The total device size is 1.5-nn wide

and 8.1-nn long. Details of the fabrication
process have been published elsewhere 1).
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Fig.l Schenatic view of the single slip
structure opticaL switch as a unit cell of
an InP-based 4 X 4 optical scitch array.

2.2 Fiber-Array Attachment

A Schenatic view of the proposed fiber
array aligned by pyranidal through-holes ( pf
fiber-array) is depicted in Fig.2.
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Tapered fibers are first located in Si V-

grooves, and then the entire fiber array is
alisned to interconnect using a Si fiber-array
attachment with truncated pyranidal through-

holes. The fiber-array tips of the henispherical

lenses are inserted into the through-holes. The

singlrnode fibers to the 0SA had a node sPot

size of 5.0,;rt, a lens radius of 15 +2.5 In,
and a taper angle of 30 +1 o 

.

Fig.Z Schenatic view of a fiberarray aligned
bv"pvranidal through-holes (APT fiberarrav)
to 0SA caveguides.
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Fig.3 Fabrication process of pyranidal
throush-holes on a Si substrate-

*ll

As shown in Fig.3, the pyramidal through-

holes were forned by anisotropic etching of a Si

substrate usins a thernally oxidized Si (100)

surface as a nask. Using a KOH etchant, the
pyranidal shaped through-holes surrounded by

(111) planes were formed. The fabricated taper
angles rlere 70.5 " and the through-holes were

specified at 50 *0.5 ,rnz, as shown in Fig.4(a).
Since periodic positioning of fibers was deter-

nined by a photolithographic process, less than
+0.5?n precision alignnent was readily
attained. Fl.uctuations in periodicity of the

throush-holes cere cithin +0.2 ;rn, Hhich

corresponded to the accuracy of the photonask

used. This technique allowed the alignenent of
all fibers by adjusting only two fibers of the
attachnent, even if the fiber-array had a

Z-dinensional structurei the other fibers sere

autonattically aligned provided the array was

properly fabricated. Thus, nanufacturing time

can be mininized.

Figure 4(b) shows an example of through-

holes cith spherically concave portions. These

rlere etched irregurarly due to defects in Si

crystal, which lowered the accuracy of the

throush-holes. Therefore, care nust be taken of
quality of Si and process conditions.

As seen in Fig.Z, the through-hole area of
a fiber-Si attachment joint seems to be quite
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Fig.5 Conparison of nechanical strength
betceen Si attachnents cith and without
Ni-coating. Solid line is a calculated
results based on Ni-layer defornation
nodel.
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fragile. This is because only four points in the

through-hole area are in contact with a fiber
tip. To reinforce the mechanical strength, a neu

nethod rlas devised in which the Si surface sas

plated with Ni, Figure 5 conpares the nechanical

strength values of individual Si attachments,

with and vithout Ni coating. The results show

that Ni-coated ( 4,pr thick ) sanples are trlo
orders of nagnitude stronger than those without

coating. It was found that this inprovenent was

a result of the enlarged contact area caused by

the defornation of the Ni layer, That is, the
solid state line in Fig.5 is a calculated result
ryhich well explanes the experinental results.

Hechanical stress induced by a thernal
expantion of the nodule in the range 25 to 100C

ryas estinated at 15 gf. Therefore, Ni-coated Si

attachnents are expected to have a nuch hisher

nechanical stability.

2.3 Fiber-Array Alignins and Attaching Process

A process of aligning and attaching the

fiber-arrays to the 0SA is shoryn in Fig,6,
First, a through-holed Si substrate and a

V-grooved Si substrate rere soldered (with In-Sn

eutectic alloy) to a l{ovar nount, called a

'fiber nount'. An 0Sl chip was also soldered to
another Kovar nount, called an '0SA mount',

These fiber nounts and 0SA nount rrere roughly
positioned and soldered to a Kovar plate, prior
to the precision alignnent process.

l{hile the solder layer on the Kovar plate

vas still nolten, the fiber nounts and 0SA nount

vere independently adjusted by nicropositioners.
After obtaining peak pouer through the

fiber-waveguide-fiber in process ("), the tenp-
erature vas lorered belor the eutectic tenper
ature of the so]der. Uhen the solder solidified,
the fibers were detached fron the fiber nounts,
ard, in process (U), the nount assenbly was

installed in a package (15-nn cide, 10-nn high,
Sfnn lons). Finally, the fibers sere reinserted
into the through-holes of the fiber nount via
the holes on each side call of the package

(process (")).
Figure 7 is a photograph of the conplete

nodule without a lid. One nay notice that, in
the above process, it is unnecessary to adjust
nultiple fibers in a package. This inplysthat
the process is nore productive and tine-saving
than the conventional ones, and nakes it feasi-
ble to use a snall package.

Fig.7 Photograph of conplete optical switctr
nodule without a lid.

3. OPTICAL STIITCH }IODULE CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 0ptical Characteristics
The fundanental coupling characteristics of

the fabricated nodule cas neasured. At a 200-nA

injection current, the extinction ratio reached

23.9 dB, the nininun total insertion loss was

23.7 dB, including Fresnel reflection loss.
As shown in Table 1, a coupling loss

throush fiber-naveguide-fiber was calculated to
be 2.8 dB, assuning a henispherical lens radius
of 15 ,pn, a vaveguide-fiber spacing of 25.5 ;ru,
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Fig.6 Process of aligning
fiber-arrays to 0SA.
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and zero deviations in lateral and longitudinal
vaveguide-fiber positioning. The calculation
fornula cas based on referenceS). Uith expected

and neasured va]ues of total insertion loss, an

excess Loss cas found to be less than 1.9 dB.

This is a satisfactory figure conpared to the
results of one input and one output fiber pre-
cisely aligned with the conventional nethod.

Table 1 Classification of insertion loss.

Propagat ion loss > 10 dB
Scattering loss > 6
Fresnel refleclion > 1.5
Coupling Ioss > 1.4
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Fig.8 Tenperature dependence of total
insertion loss for the nodule.
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3.2 Tenperature Characteristics
the difference in thermal expantion coeffi-

cients bebseen conponents assenbled in a module

is a prinary cause of nechanical strain. Since a
crystal fiber has the lowest thermal expantion

coefficient (3.5 X 10 -" deg-t), care must be

taken to absorb nechanical strain in the axial
direction of the fiber. For this, the section of
inside the package was slishtly bent as a neans

of absorbins nechanical strain (see Fig.?).
.As an initial tenperature storage test

condition, tenperature characteristic (5- SOC)

of total insertion loss was neasured for a

conplete nodule, and the result is shown in
Fig.8. The result of a 60 t storage test is
shown in Fig.9. Deviations were found to be

cithin + 1 dB.

To gain nore insisht into the above

results, it would necessitate to investigate the
reliability of an optical scitch itself. Hence,

the present study has not yet reached a final
conclusion because of a lack of experirental
data concerning distinguishable degradation
nodes of the entire nodule. Howeverrwe believe
that the prelininaly data described so far
suggest the absence of critical deterioration
in the nodules developed, which is encouraging

for the practicaf use.
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Fig.9 Variation in total insertion loss of
the nodule during 60t storage test.

4. CONCLUSION

A novel fiber attachnent nethod sas pro-
posed for the assenbly of a nodufe conposed of
an InFbased 4 X 4 optical switch array aligned
ryith single-node fiber-arrays. Fundanental

characteristics of a conplete nodule and several
aspects on reliabilitv cere described.

This relatively tine-saving nethod cas

found to be appliciable to efficient fiber-
waveguide coupling in single node sith an excess

Ioss of less than 2 dB for a packaged version.
To ensure inproved nechanical stability of

the fiber-waveguide joint and to exanine thernal
stability of the solder as adhesive for key

conponents, high tenperature storage test(60t)
sere conducted, with pronising results.

Finallyrce believe that the fiber-array
attachrent, which can align a nunber of fibers
by truncated pyranidal through-holes, will be

utilized for future large-scale optical ICs.
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